These soils have been evaluated as having potential for subsurface sewage disposal and may have limitations that can only be recognized using engineering and hydrogeologic expertise. The interpretations are not intended to be guidance for design and construction of systems and should not be used as the basis for siting and design of systems. These soils are subject to the limitations, such as low percolation rate, that are defined by the health code regulations. This map is intended to be printed at its original dimensions in order to maintain the geologic setting in its proper perspective. The information is neither current nor complete. This interpretation focuses mainly on the septic tank leaching field in terms of soil conditions. Further investigation may be necessary for specific site conditions. The map highlights areas of potential and limitations of soil conditions for subsurface sewage disposal. The approach to this system design is described in the soil identification system. These soils have been evaluated by the USDA, Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS).